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Roseville Pottery has long been considered the essential reference for collectors., This classic book

and its companion volume have now been heavily revised and updated to more accurately

represent today's market activity. Shape numbers and original company information have been

added and the pricing structure has been extensively elaborated, giving not only values for items

pictured, but also for all colors and sizes for each known style and shape. The informative text has

been expanded, bringing insight and background that have come to light since 1976. Almost 150

color photos and over 60 vintage advertisements and catalog pages showcase the more than 800

pieces, providing detailed visual identification along with essential information such as size, shape

numbers, glazes, and marks. Special sections on factory marks and artist signatures combined with

a useful index make this the ultimate reference for collectors. 2003 values. --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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The Huxfords are wonderful authors that have offered, collectors of Roseville Art Pottery, a basic

foundation for identifying various Roseville lines. No one author [I personally author a mid-year price

guide]has all the answers, but each of us attempt to add to the ongoing data base. The Huxford

volumes are an essential tool for Roseville collectors and Dealers.



Gave this book as a gift, along with a piece of Roseville pottery, to a dear friend. She loves the book

-- it has lots of information for someone just starting out collecting. Lovely pictures for the most part.

There are so many books about Roseville that it would be great to buy them all but this one is good

for the price; I didn't get it to give her actual values for my gift, and the book is a bit old so prices

provided are not current. But it you like to admire lovely works of pottery, this is a lovely coffee table

book.

If you are interested in Roseville Pottery this series of books can give you the information you need

to review selections for consideration. Dollar values are included with great pictures. Easy to find

items. You really need the complete series to evaluate the majority of pieces you may find.

THIS IS WHAT I CALL A "COFFEE TABLE" BOOK THAT I PURCHASED FROM  ON ROSEVILLE

POTTERY. THE BOOK WAS IN EXCELLANT CONDITION, LOADED WITH BEAUTIFUL COLOR

PHOTOGRAPHS, AND GREAT DESCRIPTIVE TEXT.I PURCHASED THIS EXTREMELY

ECONOMICAL BOOK FOR RESALE AT AN ANTIQUE AUCTION.IT BROUGHT 6 TIMES WHAT I

PAID FOR THE BOOK AND FREIGHT.NEEDLESS TO SAY I AM VERY HAPPY WITH MY

PURCHASE OF THE COLLECTORS ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ROSEVILLE POTTERY FROM .IF YOU

ARE A COLLECTOR OF ROSEVILLE POTTERY I HIGHLY RECCOMEND THIS

BOOK.RGO33062

This is a well organized reference to Roseville Pottery. It contains a history of Roseville Pottery; this

added knowledge adds to the fun of collecting and allow you to sound more like you know what you

are doing. Then there are pages on the different "marks" of the pottery. There is a dated value

guide. But I find it easier to do my own comparing.The big plus is the color pictures that show what

is available. For those discriminate people that do not just buy anything that says Roseville Pottery

there is an index. It is also fun to see you Roseville Pottery pieces in the book.

I really didn't get much out of this book that I didn't already find by doing different internet searches

but it was a little helpful.
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